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Abstract

Humans learn by interacting with their surroundings using all of their senses.
The first of these senses to develop is touch [1], and it is the first way that young hu-
mans explore their environment, learn about objects, and tune their cost functions
(via pain or treats). Yet, robots are often denied this highly informative and funda-
mental sensory information, instead relying fully on visual systems. In this thesis,
we explore how combining tactile sensing with visual understanding can improve
how robots learn from interaction.

We begin by understanding how robots can learn from visual interaction alone
in Section 2. We propose the concept of semantic curiosity, which rewards temporal
inconsistencies in object detections in a trajectory and is used as an intrinsic moti-
vation reward to train an exploration policy. Our experiments demonstrate that ex-
ploration driven by semantic curiosity leads to better object detection performance.

Next, we propose PoseIt, a visual and tactile dataset for understanding how
holding pose influences the grasp (Section 3). We train a classifier to predict grasp
stability from themulti-modal input, and find that it generalizes well to new objects
and new poses.

We then focus onmore fine-grained object manipulation in Section 4. Thin, mal-
leable objects, such as cables, are particularly susceptible to severe gripper/object
occlusions, creating significant challenges in continuously sensing the cable state
from vision alone. We propose using visual perception and hand-designed tactile-
guided motion primitives to handle cable routing and assembly.

Finally, building on our previouswork, we develop a framework that learns USB
cable insertion from human demonstrations alone (Section 5). The visual-tactile
policy is trained using behavior cloning without requiring any hand-coded primi-
tives. Wedemonstrate that our transformer-based policy effectively fuses sequential
visual and tactile features for high-precision manipulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From the moment a baby is born, she is learning about the world around her. In the first 6
months, babies begin to develop their visual systems, during which they begin to learn object
permanence, foreground vs. background, and basic facial and object recognition. Babies start
to crawl at 9 months, during which their curiosity helps them learn how to navigate their
surroundings effectively and safely. Importantly, this interaction helps fine-tune their visual
systems, e.g. their depth perception [2].

Inspired by babies, we start by investigating how semantic visual systems and
curiosity can be used to bootstrap navigation and object detection in Section 2.
Given a set of environments (and some labeling budget), our goal is to learn an
object detector by having an agent select what data to obtain labels for. We ex-
plore a self-supervised approach for training our exploration policy by introducing
a notion of semantic curiosity. Our semantic curiosity policy is based on a simple
observation – the detection outputs should be consistent. Therefore, our seman-
tic curiosity rewards trajectories with inconsistent labeling behavior and encourages
the exploration policy to explore such areas. The exploration policy trained via se-
mantic curiosity generalizes to novel scenes and helps train an object detector that
outperforms baselines trained with other possible alternatives such as random ex-
ploration, prediction-error curiosity, and coverage-maximizing exploration.

Perhaps even earlier than babies learning to crawl or walk, they interact with their en-
vironment through physical interaction. For example, babies grab their toys, shake them,
throw them, etc. While doing this, they learn about object properties and experiment with
physical dynamics [3].

Next, we incorporate touch sensing with vision. When humans grasp objects in
the real world, we often move our arms to hold the object in a different pose where
we can use it. To facilitate the study of how holding poses affect grasp stability,
we present PoseIt, a novel multi-modal dataset that contains visual and tactile data
collected from a full cycle of grasping an object, re-positioning the arm to one of
the sampled poses, and shaking the object (Section 3). Using data from PoseIt, we
can formulate and tackle the task of predicting whether a grasped object is stable
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in a particular held pose. Our experimental results show that multi-modal models
trained on PoseIt achieve higher accuracy than using solely vision or tactile data and
that our classifiers can also generalize to unseen objects and poses.

After the first year, most babies develop more adept and fine-grained motor skills. They
learn to grasp objects using their thumbs and forefingers as opposed to just pulling the item
towards their bellies using their palms. Using this newly developed pincer grasp, they can
start to interact with smaller, more fine-grained objects, such as grabbing a spoon by the
handle or manipulating drawing implements. [4]

We show how vision and tactile information can be used for fine-grained object
manipulation, specifically cable routing and assembly (Section 4). Manipulating
cables is challenging for robots because of the infinite degrees of freedom of the ca-
bles and frequent occlusion by the gripper and the environment. These challenges
are further complicated by the dexterous nature of the operations required for cable
routing and assembly, such asweaving and inserting, hampering common solutions
with vision-only sensing. We propose to integrate tactile-guided low-level motion
control with high-level vision-based task parsing for a challenging task: cable rout-
ing and assembly on a reconfigurable task board. Specifically, we build a library
of tactile-guided motion primitives using a fingertip GelSight sensor, where each
primitive reliably accomplishes an operation such as cable following and weaving.
The overall task is inferred via visual perception given a goal configuration image,
and then used to generate the primitive sequence. Experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of individual tactile-guided primitives and the integrated end-to-end
solution, significantly outperforming the method without tactile sensing.

While babies can begin to imitate simple actions and expressions of their parents at 8
months (e.g. peek-a-boo) [5], they start to mimic adult actions (e.g. playing with toy brooms
or hammers) after around a year [6]. Imitating their parents and other adults is an impor-
tant way for babies to develop new skills and learn about the world.

To mimic how babies learn, we wish to teach robots using human demonstra-
tions rather than rely on hand-designed primitives that are brittle and require task-
specific domain knowledge (Section 5). We tackle the task of USB cable insertion
by learning visuo-tactile transformer-based policies. This combines the benefits of
using vision (useful for coarse-grained localization) and touch (important for force-
based feedback) for precise manipulation. Through our experiments, we demon-
strate that our learned policy outperforms hand-coded insertion primitives and that
fusing visual and tactile modalities outperforms vision alone.
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Chapter 2

Semantic Curiosity for Active
Visual Learning

2.1 Introduction

Imagine an agent whose goal is to learn how to detect and categorize objects. How
should the agent learn this task? In the case of humans (especially babies), learning
is quite interactive in nature. We have the knowledge of what we know and what
we don’t, and we use that knowledge to guide our future experiences/supervision.
Compare this to how current algorithms learn – we create datasets of random im-
ages from the internet and label them, followed by model learning. The model
has no control over what data and what supervision it gets – it is resigned to the
static biased dataset of internet images. Why does current learning look quite dif-
ferent from how humans learn? During the early 2000s, as data-driven approaches
started to gain acceptance, the computer vision community struggled with compar-
isons and knowingwhich approacheswork andwhich don’t. As a consequence, the
community introduced several benchmarks from BSDS [7] to VOC [8]. However,
a negative side effect of these benchmarks was the use of static training and test
datasets. While the pioneering works in computer vision focused on active vision
and interactive learning, most of the work in the last two decades focuses on static
internet vision. But as things start to work on the model side, we believe it is critical
to look at the big picture again and return our focus to an embodied and interactive
learning setup.

In an embodied interactive learning setup, an agent has to perform actions such
that observations generated from these actions can be useful for learning to perform
the semantic task. Several core research questions need to be answered: (a) what
is the policy of exploration that generates these observations? (b) what should be
labeled in these observations - one object, one frame, or the whole trajectory? (c)
and finally, how do we get these labels? In this chapter, we focus on the first task –
what should the exploration policy be to generate observations which can be useful
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Figure 2.1: Semantic Curiosity: We propose semantic curiosity to learn exploration
for training object detectors. Our semantically curious policy attempts to take ac-
tions such that the object detector will produce inconsistent outputs.

in training an object detector? Instead of using labels, we focus on learning these
trajectories in an unsupervised/self-supervised manner. Once the policy has been
learned, we use the policy in novel (previously unseen) scenes to perform actions.
As observations are generated, we assume that an oracle will densely label all the
objects of interest in the trajectories.

So what are the characteristics of a good exploration policy for visual learning,
and how dowe learn it? A good semantic exploration policy is one which generates
observations of objects and not free-space or the wall/ceiling. But not only should
the observations be objects, but a good exploration policy should also observemany
unique objects. Finally, a good exploration policy will move to parts of the observa-
tion space where the current object detection model fails or does not work. Given
these characteristics, how should we define a reward function that could be used to
learn this exploration policy? Note, as one of the primary requirements, we assume
the policy is learned in a self-supervised manner – that is, we do not have ground-
truth objects labeled which can help us figure out where the detections work or
fail.

Inspired by recent work in intrinsic motivation and curiosity for training poli-
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cies without external rewards [9, 10], we propose a new intrinsic reward called
semantic curiosity that can be used for the exploration and training of semantic ob-
ject detectors. In the standard curiosity reward, a policy is rewarded if the predicted
future observation does not match the true future observation. The loss is generally
formulated in the pixel-based feature space. A corresponding reward function for
semantic exploration would be to compare semantic predictions with the current
model and then confirm with ground-truth labels – however, this requires external
labels (and hence is not self-supervised anymore). Instead, we formulate semantic
curiosity based on the meta-supervisory signal of consistency in semantic predic-
tion – that is, if our model truly understands the object, it should predict the same
label for the object even as we move around and change viewpoints. Therefore,
we exploit consistency in label prediction to reward our policies. Our semantic cu-
riosity rewards trajectories which lead to inconsistent labeling behavior of the same
object by the semantic classifier. Our experiments indicate that training an explo-
ration policy via semantic curiosity generalizes to novel scenes and helps train an
object detectorwhich outperforms baselines trainedwith other possible alternatives
such as random exploration, pixel curiosity, and free space/map curiosity. We also
perform a large set of experiments to understand the behavior of a policy trained
with semantic curiosity.

2.2 Related Work

We study the problem of how to sample training data in embodied contexts. This is
related to active learning (picking what sample to label), active perception (how to
move around to gain more information), intrinsic motivation (picking what parts
of the environment to explore). Learning in embodied contexts can also leverage
spatio-temporal consistency. We survey these research areas below.

Active Perception. Active perception [11] refers to the problem of activelymov-
ing the sensors around at test time to improve performance on the task by gaining
more information about the environment. This has been instantiated in the con-
text of object detection [12], amodal object detection [13], scene completion [14],
and localization [15, 16]. We consider the problem in a different setting and study
how to efficiently move around to best learn a model. Furthermore, our approach
to learn this movement policy is self-supervised and does not rely on end-task re-
wards, which were used in [14, 15, 13].

Active Learning. Our problem is more related to that of active learning [17],
where an agent actively acquires labels for unlabeled data to improve its model at
the fastest rate [18, 19, 20]. This has been used in a number of applications such
as medical image analysis [21], training object detectors [22, 23], video segmen-
tation [24], and visual question answering [25]. Most works tackle the setting in
which the unlabeled data has already been collected. In contrast, we study learning
a policy for efficiently acquiring effective unlabeled data, which is complementary
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to such active learning efforts.
Intrinsic Rewards. Our work is also related to work on exploration in reinforce-

ment learning [26, 27, 28, 29]. The goal of these works is to effectively explore a
Markov Decision Process to find high reward paths. A number of works formulate
this as a problem of maximizing an intrinsic reward function which is designed to
incentivize the agent to seek previously unseen [30] or poorly understood [9] parts
of the environment. This is similar to our work, as we also seek poorly understood
parts of the environment. However, wemeasure this understanding via multi-view
consistency in semantics. This is in a departure from existing works that measure it
in 2D image space [9], or consistency among multiple models [10]. Furthermore,
our focus is not effective exhaustive exploration, but exploration for the purpose of
improving semantic models.

Spatio-Temporal smoothing at test time. Anumber of papers use spatio-temporal
consistency at test time for better and more consistent predictions [31, 32]. Much
like the distinction from active perception, our focus is using it to generate better
data at train time.

Spatio-temporal consistency as training signal. Labels have been propagated
in videos to simplify annotations [33], improve prediction performance given lim-
ited data [34, 35], as well as collect images [36]. This line of work leverages spatio-
temporal consistency to propagate labels for more efficient labeling. Researchers
have also used multi-view consistency to learn about 3D shape fromweak supervi-
sion [37]. We instead leverage spatio-temporal consistency as a cue to identify what
the model does not know. [38] is more directly related, but we tackle the problem
in an embodied context and study how to navigate to gather the data, rather than
analyzing passive datasets for what labels to acquire.

VisualNavigation andExploration. Priorwork onvisual navigation can broadly
be categorized into two classes based on whether the location of the goal is known
or unknown. Navigation scenarios, where the location of the goal is known, include
the most common pointgoal task where the coordinate to the goal is given [39, 40].
Another example of a task in this category is vision and language navigation [41]
where the path to the goal is described in natural language. Tasks in this category
do not require exhaustive exploration of the environment as the location of the goal
is known explicitly (coordinates) or implicitly (path).

Navigation scenarios, where the location of the goal is not known, include a
wide variety of tasks. These include navigating to a fixed set of objects [42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 39], navigating to an object specified by language [47, 48] or by an image [49, 50],
and navigating to a set of objects in order to answer a question [51, 52]. Tasks in
this second category essentially involve efficiently and exhaustively exploring the
environment to search the desired object. However, most of the above approaches
overlook the exploration problem by spawning the target a few steps away from
the goal and instead focus on other challenges. For example, models for playing
FPS games [42, 43, 44, 45] show that end-to-end RL policies are effective at reactive
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navigation and short-term planning such as avoiding obstacles and picking pos-
itive reward objects as they randomly appear in the environment. Other works
show that learned policies are effective at tackling challenges such as perception
(in recognizing the visual goal) [49, 50], grounding (in understanding the goal de-
scribed by language) [47, 48] or reasoning (about visual properties of the target
object) [51, 52]. While end-to-end reinforcement learning is shown to be effective
in addressing these challenges, they are ineffective at exhaustive exploration and
long-termplanning in a large environment as the exploration search space increases
exponentially as the distance to the goal increases.

Some very recent works explicitly tackle the problem of exploration by training
end-to-end RL policies maximizing the explored area [53, 54, 55]. The difference
between these approaches and our method is twofold: first, we train semantically-
aware explorationpolicies as compared spatial coveragemaximization in someprior
works [53, 54], and second, we train our policy in an unsupervised fashion, without
requiring any ground truth labels from the simulator as compared to prior works
trained using rewards based on ground-truth labels [55].

2.3 Overview

Our goal is to learn an exploration policy such that if we use this policy to generate
trajectories in a novel scene (and hence observations) and train the object detector
from the trajectory data, it would provide a robust, high-performance detector. In
literature, most approaches use on-policy exploration; that is, they use the exter-
nal reward to train the policy itself. However, training an action policy to sample
training data for object recognition requires labeling objects. Specifically, these ap-
proaches would use the current detector to predict objects and compare them to the
ground-truth; they reward the policy if the predictions do not match the ground-
truth (the policy is being rewarded to explore regions where the current object de-
tection model fails). However, training such a policy via semantic supervision and
external rewards would have a huge bottleneck of supervision. Given that our RL
policies require millions of samples (in our case, we train using 10M samples), us-
ing ground-truth supervision is clearly not the way. What we need is an intrinsic
motivation reward that can help train a policy which can help sample training data
for object detectors.

Wepropose a semantic curiosity formulation. Ourwork is inspired by a plethora
of efforts in active learning [17] and recent work on intrinsic reward using disagree-
ment [10]. The core idea is simple – a good object detector has not only high mAP
performance but is also consistent in predictions. That is, the detector should pre-
dict the same label for different views of the same object. We use this meta-signal of
consistency to train our action policy by rewarding trajectories that expose incon-
sistencies in an object detector. We measure inconsistencies by measuring temporal
entropy of prediction – that is, if an object is labeled with different classes as the
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Figure 2.2: Embodied Active Visual Learning: We use semantic curiosity to learn
an exploration policy on EU scenes. The exploration policy is learned by project-
ing segmentation masks on the top-down view to create semantic maps. The en-
tropy of semanticmap defines the inconsistency of the object detectionmodule. The
learned exploration policy is then used to generate training data for the object detec-
tion/segmentation module. The labeled data is then used to finetune and evaluate
the object detection/segmentation.

viewpoint changes, it will have high temporal entropy. The trajectories with high
temporal entropy are then labeled via an oracle and used as the data to retrain the
object detector (See Figure 2.2).

2.4 Methodology

Consider an agent A which can perform actions in environments E . The agent has
an exploration policy at = π(xt, θ) that predicts the action that the agent must take
for current observation xt. θ represents the parameters of the policy that have to be
learned. The agent also has an object detection model O which takes as input an
image (the current observation) and generates a set of bounding boxes along with
their categories and confidence scores.

The goal is to learn an exploration policy π, which is used to sample N tra-
jectories τ1...τN in a set of novel environments (and get them semantically labeled).
Whenused to train an object detector, this labeleddatawould yield a high-performance
object detector. In our setup,wedivide the environments into three non-overlapping
sets (EU , Etr, Et) – the first set is the set of environments where the agent will learn
the exploration policy π, the second set is the object detection training environments
where we use π to sample trajectories and label them, and the third set is the test en-
vironment where we sample random images and test the performance of the object
detector on those images.
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Figure 2.3: SemanticMapping. The SemanticMappingmodule takes in a sequence
of RGB (It) and Depth (Dt) images and produces a top-down Semantic Map.

2.4.1 Semantic Curiosity Policy

We define semantic curiosity as the temporal inconsistency in object detection and
segmentation predictions from the current model. We use a Mask RCNN to obtain
the object predictions. In order to associate the predictions across frames in a tra-
jectory, we use a semantic mapping module as described below.

Semantic Mapping. The Semantic Mapping module takes in a sequence of RGB
(It) and Depth (Dt) images and produces a top-down semantic map (MSem

t ) rep-
resented by a 3-dimensional tensorC×M×M , whereM is the length of the square
top-down map, and C is the number of semantic categories. Each element (c, i, j)
in this semantic map is 1 if the Mask RCNN predicted the object category c at co-
ordinates (i, j) on the map in any frame during the whole trajectory and 0 other-
wise. Figure 2.3 shows how the semantic map is generated for a single frame. The
input RGB frame (It) is passed through a current Mask RCNN to obtain object seg-
mentation predictions, while the Depth frame is used to calculate the point cloud.
Each point in the point cloud is associated with its semantic labels based on Mask
RCNN predictions. Note that these are not ground-truth labels, as each pixel is as-
signed the category of the highest-confidenceMaskRCNNsegmentation prediction
on the corresponding pixel. The point cloud with the associated semantic labels is
projected to a 3-dimensional voxel map using geometric computations. The voxel
representation is converted to a top-down map by max-pooling the values across
the height. The resulting 2D map is converted to a 3-dimensional Semantic Map,
such that each channel represents an object category.

The above gives a first-person egocentric projection of the semantic map at each
time-step. The egocentric projections at each time step are used to compute a geo-
centric map over time using a spatial transformation technique similar to Chaplot
et al. [53]. The egocentric projections are converted to the geocentric projections
by doing a spatial transformation based on the agent pose. The semantic map at
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each time step is computed by pooling the semantic map at the previous timestep
with the current geocentric prediction. Please refer to [53] for more details on these
transformations.

Semantic Curiosity Reward. The semantic map allows us to associate the object
predictions across different frames as the agent is moving. We define the semantic
curiosity reward based on the temporal inconsistency of the object predictions. If
an object is predicted to have different labels across different frames, multiple chan-
nels in the semantic map at the coordinates corresponding to the object will have
1s. Such inconsistencies are beneficial for visual learning in downstream tasks, and
hence, favorable for the semantic curiosity policy. Thus, we define the cumulative
semantic curiosity reward to be proportional to the sum of all the elements in the
semantic map. Consequently, the semantic curiosity reward per step is just the in-
crease in the sum of all elements in the semantic map as compared to the previous
time step:

rSC = λSCΣ(c,i,j)∈(C,M,M)(M
Sem
t [c, i, j]−MSem

t−1 [c, i, j])

where λSC is the semantic curiosity reward coefficient. Summation over the chan-
nels encourages exploring frames with temporally inconsistent predictions. Sum-
mation across the coordinates encourages exploring as many objects with tempo-
rally inconsistent predictions as possible.

The proposed Semantic Curiosity Policy is trained using reinforcement learn-
ing to maximize the cumulative semantic curiosity reward. Note that although the
depth image and agent pose are used to compute the semantic reward, we train the
policy only on RGB images.

2.5 Experimental Setup

Weuse theHabitat simulator [56] with three different datasets for our experiments:
Gibson [57], Matterport [58] and Replica [59]. While the RGB images used in our
experiments are visually realistic as they are based on real-world reconstructions,
we note that the agent pose and depth images in the simulator are noise-free un-
like the real-world. Prior work has shown that both depth and agent pose can be
estimated effectively from RGB images under noisy odometry [53]. In this chap-
ter, we assume access to perfect agent pose and depth images, as these challenges
are orthogonal to the focus of this work. Furthermore, these assumptions are only
required in the unsupervised pre-training phase for calculating the semantic cu-
riosity reward and not at inference time when our trained semantic-curiosity policy
(based only on RGB images) is used to gather exploration trajectories for training
the object detector.
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In a perfectly interactive learning setup, the current model’s uncertainty will
be used to sample a trajectory in a new scene, followed by labeling and updating
the learned visual model (Mask-RCNN). However, due to the complexity of this
online trainingmechanism, we show results on batch training. We use a pre-trained
COCO Mask-RCNN as an initial model and train the exploration policy on that
model. Once the exploration policy is trained, we collect trajectories in the training
environments and then obtain the labels on these trajectories. The labeled examples
are then used to fine-tune the Mask-RCNN detector.

2.5.1 Implementation details

Exploration Policy: We train our semantic curiosity policy on the Gibson dataset
and test it on the Matterport and Replica datasets. We train the policy on the set of
72 training scenes in the Gibson dataset specified by Savva et al. [56]. Our policy is
trained with reinforcement learning using Proximal Policy Optimization [60]. The
policy architecture consists of convolutional layers of a pre-trained ResNet18 visual
encoder, followed by two fully connected layers and a GRU layer leading to action
distribution as well as value prediction. We use 72 parallel threads (one for each
scene) with a time horizon on 100 steps and 36 mini batches per PPO epoch. The
curiosity reward coefficient is set to λSC = 2.5×10−3. We use an entropy coefficient
of 0.001, the value loss coefficient of 0.5. We use Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 1× 10−5. The maximum episode length during training is 500 steps.
Fine-tuned Object Detector: We consider 5 classes of objects, chosen because they
overlap with the COCO dataset [61] and correspond to objects commonly seen in
an indoor scene: chair, bed, toilet, couch, and potted plant. To start, we pre-train
a Faster-RCNN model [62] with FPN [63] using ResNet-50 as the backbone on the
COCO dataset labeled with these 5 overlapping categories. We then fine-tuned our
models on the trajectories collected by the exploration policies for 90000 iterations
using a batch size of 12 and a learning rate of 0.001, with annealing by a factor of
0.1 at iterations 60000 and 80000. We use the Detectron2 codebase [64] and set all
other hyperparameters to their defaults in this codebase. We compute the AP50
score (i.e., average precision using an IoU threshold of 50) on the validation set
every 5000 iterations.

2.5.2 Baselines

We use a range of baselines to gather exploration trajectories and compare them to
the proposed Semantic Curiosity policy:

• Random. A baseline sampling actions randomly.

• Prediction Error Curiosity. This baseline is based on Pathak et al. [9], which
trains an RL policy to maximize error in a forward prediction model.
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Figure 2.4: Temporal Inconsistency Examples. Figure showing example trajecto-
ries sampled from the semantic curiosity exploration policy. We highlight the seg-
mentation/detection inconsistencies of Mask RCNN. By obtaining labels for these
images, theMask RCNNpipeline improves the detection performance significantly.

• Object Exploration. Object Exploration is a naive baseline where an RL pol-
icy is trained tomaximize the number of pre-trainedMask R-CNNdetections.
The limitation of simply maximizing the number of detections is that the pol-
icy can learn to look at frames with more objects but might not learn to look
at different objects across frames or objects with low confidence.

• Coverage Exploration. This baseline is based on Chen et al. [54], where an
RL policy is trained to maximize the total explored area.

• Active Neural SLAM. This baseline is based on Chaplot et al. [53] and uses a
modular and hierarchical system to maximize the total explored area.

After training the proposed policy and the baselines in the Gibson domain, we
use them directly (without fine-tuning) in the Matterport and Replica domains.
We sample trajectories using each exploration policy, using the images and ground-
truth labels to train an object detection model.
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Table 2.1: Analysis. Comparing the proposed Semantic Curiosity policy with the
baselines along different exploration metrics.

Method Name Semantic Curiosity
Reward

Explored
Area

Number of Object
Detections

Random 1.631 4.794 82.83
Curiosity [9] 2.891 6.781 112.24
Object exploration reward 2.168 6.082 382.27
Coverage Exploration [54] 3.287 10.025 203.73
Active Neural SLAM [53] 3.589 11.527 231.86
Semantic Curiosity 4.378 9.726 291.78

Table 2.2: Quality of object detection on training trajectories. We also analyze
the training trajectories in terms of howwell the pre-trained object detection model
works on the trajectories. Wewant the exploration policy to sample hard datawhere
the pre-trained object detector fails. Data on which the pre-trained model already
works well would not be useful for fine-tuning. Thus, lower performance is better.
Method Name Chair Bed Toilet Couch Potted Plant Average
Random 46.7 28.2 46.9 60.3 39.1 44.24
Curiosity [9] 49.4 18.3 1.8 67.7 49.0 37.42
Object Exploration 54.3 24.8 5.7 76.6 49.6 42.2
Coverage Exploration [54] 48.5 23.1 69.2 66.3 48.0 51.02
Active Neural SLAM [53] 51.3 20.5 49.4 59.7 45.6 45.3
Semantic Curiosity 51.6 14.6 14.2 65.2 50.4 39.2

2.6 Analyzing Learned Exploration Behavior

Beforewemeasure the quality of the learned exploration policy for the task of detec-
tion/segmentation, we first want to analyze the behavior of the learned policy. This
will help characterize the quality of data that is gathered by the exploration pol-
icy. We will compare the learned exploration policy against the baselines described
above. For all the experiments below, we trained our policy on Gibson scenes and
collected statistics in 11 Replica scenes.

Figure 2.4 shows some examples of temporal inconsistencies in trajectories sam-
pled using the semantic curiosity exploration policy. The pre-trained Mask-RCNN
detections are also shown in the observation images. Semantic curiosity prefers
trajectories with inconsistent detections. In the top row, the chair and couch detec-
tor fire on the same object. In the middle row, the chair is misclassified as a toilet
and there is inconsistent labeling in the last trajectory. The bed is misclassified as a
couch. By selecting these trajectories and obtaining their labels from an oracle, our
approach learns to improve the object detection module.
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Table 2.1 shows the behavior of all of the policies on three different metrics. The
first metric is the semantic curiosity reward itself which measures uncertain detec-
tions in the trajectory data. Since our policy is trained for this reward, it gets the
highest score on the sampled trajectories. The second metric is the amount of ex-
plored area. Both [54] and [53] optimize this metric and hence perform the best
(they cover a lot of area but most of these areas will either not have objects or not
enough contradictory overlapping detections). The third metric is the number of
objects in the trajectories. The object exploration baseline optimizes for this reward
and hence performs the best but it does sowithout exploring diverse areas or uncer-
tain detections/segmentations. If we look at the threemetrics together it is clear that
our policy has the right tradeoff – it explores a lot of area but still focuses on areas
where objects can be detected. Not only does it find a large number of object detec-
tions, but our policy also prefers inconsistent object detections and segmentations.
In Figure 2.5, we show some examples of trajectories seen by the semantic curios-
ity exploration along with the semantic map. It shows examples of the same object
having different object predictions from different viewpoints and also the repre-
sentation in the semantic map. In Figure 2.6, we show a qualitative comparison of
maps and objects explored by the proposed model and all the baselines. Example
trajectories in this figure indicate that the semantic curiosity policy explores more
unique objects with higher temporal inconsistencies.

Next, we analyze the trajectories created by different exploration policies during
the object detection training stage. Specifically, we want to analyze the kind of data
that is sampled by these trajectories. How is the performance of a pre-trained de-
tector on this data? If the pre-trained detector already works well on the sampled
trajectories, we would not see much improvement in performance by fine-tuning
with this data. In Table 2.2, we show the results of this analysis for these trajecto-
ries. As the results indicate, the mAP50 score is low for the data obtained by the
semantic curiosity policy.1 As the pre-trained object detector fails more on the data
sampled by semantic curiosity, labeling this data would intuitively improve the de-
tection performance.

2.7 Actively Learned Object Detection

Finally, we evaluate the performance of our semantic curiosity policy for the task of
object detection. The semantic curiosity exploration policy is trained on 72 Gibson
scenes. The exploration policy is then used to sample data on 50Matterport scenes.
Finally, the learned object detector is tested on 11Matterport scenes. For each train-
ing scene, we sample 5 trajectories of 300 timesteps leading to 75,000 total training
images with ground-truth labels. For test scenes, we randomly sample images from
test scenes.

1Note that curiosity-based policy has the lowest mAP because of outlier toilet category.
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Figure 2.5: Example trajectories. Figure showing example trajectories sampled
from the semantic curiosity exploration policy. In each episode the top row shows
the first-person images seen by the agent and the pre-trained Mask R-CNN pre-
dictions. The bottom rows show a visualization of the semantic map where colors
denote different object categories. Different colors for the same object indicate that
the same object is predicted to have different categories from different view points.

In Table 2.3, we report the topAP50 scores for eachmethod. Our results demon-
strate that the proposed semantic curiosity policy obtains higher quality data for
performing object detection tasks over alternative methods of exploration. First,
we outperform the policy that tries to see maximum coverage area (and hence the
most novel images). Second, our approach also outperforms the policy that detects
a lot of objects. Finally, apart from outperforming the random policy, visual cu-
riosity [9], and coverage; we also outperform the highly-tuned approach of [53].
The underlying algorithm is tuned on this data and was the winner of the RGB and
RGBD challenge in Habitat.
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Figure 2.6: Qualitative Comparison. Figure showing map and objects explored by
the proposed Semantic Curiosity policy and the baselines in 3 example episodes.
Semantic Curiosity Policy explores more unique objects with higher temporal in-
consistency (denoted by different colors for the same object).

Table 2.3: Object Detection Results. Object detection results in the Matterport do-
main using the proposed Semantic Curiosity policy and the baselines. We report
AP50 scores on randomly sampled images in the test scenes. Training on data gath-
ered from the semantic curiosity trajectories results in improved object detection
scores.
Method Name Chair Bed Toilet Couch Potted Plant Average
PreTrained 41.8 17.3 34.9 41.6 23.0 31.72
Random 51.7 17.2 43.0 45.1 30.0 37.4
Curiosity [9] 48.4 18.5 42.3 44.3 32.8 37.26
Object Exploration 50.3 16.4 40.0 39.7 29.9 35.26
Coverage Exploration [54] 50.0 19.1 38.1 42.1 33.5 36.56
Active Neural SLAM [53] 53.1 19.5 42.0 44.5 33.4 38.5
Semantic Curiosity 52.3 22.6 42.9 45.7 36.3 39.96

2.8 Conclusion and Future Work

We argue that we should go from detection/segmentation driven by static datasets
to a more embodied active learning setting. In this setting, an agent canmove in the
scene and create its own datapoints. An oracle labels these datapoints and helps the
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agent learn a better semantic object detector. This setting is closer to how humans
learn to detect and recognize objects. In this work, we focus on the exploration
policy for sampling images to be labeled. We ask a basic question – how should
an agent explore to learn how to detect objects? Should the agent try to cover as
many scenes as possible in the hopes of seeing more diverse examples, or should
the agent focus on observing as many objects as possible?

We propose semantic curiosity as a reward to train the exploration policy. Se-
mantic curiosity encourages trajectories which will lead to inconsistent detection
behavior from an object detector. Our experiments indicate that exploration driven
by semantic curiosity shows all of the good characteristics of an exploration pol-
icy: uncertain/high entropy detections, attention to objects rather than the entire
scene and also high coverage for diverse training data. We also show that an object
detector trained on trajectories from a semantic curiosity policy leads to the best
performance compared to a plethora of baselines. For future work, this work is just
the first step in embodied active visual learning. It assumes perfect odometry, lo-
calization and zero trajectory labeling costs. It also assumes that the trajectories will
be labeled – a topic of interest would be to sample trajectories with which minimal
labels can learn the best detector. Finally, the current approach is demonstrated in
simulators - it will be interesting to see whether the performance can transfer to
real-world robots.
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Chapter 3

PoseIt: A Visual-Tactile Dataset of
Holding Poses for Grasp Stability
Analysis

3.1 Introduction

Grasping is a core component of many complicated manipulation tasks in robotics.
Traditionally, research in grasping focuses on detecting grasping locations [65, 66,
67], and maintaining the grasp stability [68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. These prior works fo-
cus on a setting where the gripper holds the object vertically in the robot’s hands.
Stability is only evaluated in a fixed pose after the robot lifts the object.

This does not translate well in the real world where humans rarely hold the
object perfectly still immediately after lifting — for functional purposes, we often
need to move the object to a different pose. However, the stability of the grasp can
vary significantlywith the pose, which is a shortcoming of prior settingswhich only
study the pose immediately after lifting. For example, if a sword is held with its
blade pointing vertically to the sky, gravity doesn’t create any torque on the sword.
If the blade runs parallel to the ground, the torque from gravity could cause it to
slip, which is potentially dangerous.

We use “holding pose” to describe the pose of the object when it is held in the
gripper. Humans have the ability to select a holding pose that is both stable and
appropriate for using the object. Humans use the “feeling” from fingers to quickly
understand whether the current pose is a good one or if the object is at risk of slip-
ping. The key insight is that the tactile information enables this capability as op-
posed to using solely the visual signals. We believe robots could work in a similar
way, by using both tactile and visual feedback to evaluate holding poses for objects.

In this chapter, we propose a data-based method for predicting the grasp sta-
bility of objects in different holding poses. We build a visual-tactile dataset, PoseIt,
to record the sensory feedback when a robot with a parallel-jaw gripper grasps the
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object, moves to a holding pose, and shakes the object. We label whether the grasp
was stable during each of these steps and collect data for 26 different objects at
16 different poses. We aim to create a comprehensive dataset with many different
modalities of sensory information that the community can refer to when studying
holding poses. To collect tactile data, we use a high-resolution GelSight sensor [73]
on the fingers. To collect the visual data, we set three cameras to record the grasp-
ing point, object geometry, and the overall view of the robot’s and object’s motion.
We also use a force-torque sensor on the robot’s wrist.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Reference Pose

Figure 3.1: Holding pose sample space. An example of the 16 sampled poses. Each
trial starts at the reference pose, which is the base position where the gripper faces
downwards. We create 3 groups of 5 holding poses each, based on the gripper’s
final orientation.

We use data from PoseIt to formulate and tackle the task of predicting grasp
stability in a particular holding pose. We use tactile and vision data obtained during
grasping and moving the object to the holding pose to predict whether the object
is stable. In contrast, most prior work focuses on studying stability in a single pose
immediately after the object is lifted.

An important and challenging requirement for solving our task is to correctly
classify caseswhere the object appears stable butwill slip if the robot shakes it. Such
cases are in the minority (≈ 20% of the full dataset), but important to accurately
detect in practical scenarios. To this end, we train an LSTM classifier on visual and
tactile data from PoseIt using techniques for learningwith imbalanced datasets [74].

Our classifier trained onmore poses using tactile and vision data achieves 85.2%
accuracy on held-out unseen poses, which is 3.4% better than a model which trains
on fewer unique poses (Section 3.6.1). This demonstrates that a diverse set of hold-
ing poses for each object can improve generalization to unseen poses. We also found
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Figure 3.2: The tactile data for a flashlight grasped at the tail using 80N force. For
the stable pose in the left column, the grasp is stable where the flashlight is clearly
imprinted during the stability check. In the middle column, the flashlight slips
during the shaking phase – this is visible where the imprint of the object attenuates
gradually and moves toward the top of the sensor surface. Whereas in the pose
where the flashlight dropped in the right column, the imprint on the sensor surface
disappears during stability check.

that using tactile and vision together is 13.2% better than using vision alone and
3.4% better than using tactile alone, demonstrating the value of collecting multi-
modal data.

In summary, we have two primary contributions: 1) we propose PoseIt, a novel
dataset with multi-modal tactile and visual information and labels for the stabil-
ity of an object through various stages of grasping, moving to a holding pose, and
shaking. 2) we use PoseIt to train a classifier which predicts whether the grasp is
stable in the current holding pose.

3.2 Related Work

The grasping literature can be roughly categorized into two styles of approach: ana-
lytic and data-driven [75, 76]. Analytic approaches rely on known physical models
of the object, environments, and grippers to construct the grasps and reason about
their quality [77, 78, 79, 75]. However, these approaches could fail if the correct
modeling assumptions are unknown or misspecified. Our work is more related to
the long line of data-driven approaches, which rely on observations of past trials
to build a model or classifier for grasping. Prior works in the data-driven cate-
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Figure 3.3: Robot Setup and Data Modalities. We use this setup to collect PoseIt,
which consists of multi-modal data on 26 objects, including RGB-D cameras, Gel-
Sight tactile sensor, force/torque sensor, and robot trajectory.

gory varywidely in terms of the datamodalities andmodeling techniques that they
use [80, 70, 81, 76, 82, 83, 84, 85].

3.2.1 Tactile sensing for robotics

The sense of touch, one of the main reasons that imparts dexterous and fine manip-
ulation skills to human hands, has been inspiring robotics researchers since early
days. A multitude of tactile sensing technologies [86] have been developed to aid
robotmanipulation. High-resolution tactile sensing technologies such asGelSight [73]
and its derivatives [87, 88], which combine deformable elastomer with optical sen-
sors, have allowed robots to more accurately sense richer contact geometries and
forces. This has enabled progress in applications such as shape reconstruction [89],
object localization [90, 91], and controlling and detecting slip [92, 93, 94].

3.2.2 Predicting grasp stability

Our work is most closely related to papers which use tactile data for data-driven
grasp stability prediction [69, 95, 96, 85, 72, 97, 98, 99]. A common theme in these
papers is to use tactile data collected from multiple trials of grasping and lifting
to predict stability after lifting (and possibly adjust the grasp). [69] use machine
learning models such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) to predict slip based on data from a Weiss robotics tactile sen-
sor. [96] predicts slip using a neural network trained on visual and tactile data from
the GelSight sensor, and in follow-up work [72], combine slip prediction with an
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action-conditional model to learn grasping and re-grasping sequences in an end-
to-end manner. [85] and [98] also train neural networks using visual and GelSight
data for the task of slip detection as the object is lifted. All of these prior works
consider the stability of the object in the pose obtained immediately after grasping.
In contrast, the primary contribution of our work is to collect visual and tactile data
for grasping and moving the object to a diverse set of holding poses, as objects can
behave differently in these holding poses than the pose obtained after lifting. This
allows us to tackle the (to the best of our knowledge, novel) task of predicting grasp
stability in a particular holding pose.

3.2.3 Grasping datasets

Large-scale data is a crucial driving force behind many of the recent advancements
in grasping. For example, [83] collect a dataset of 50000 grasp trials, which was 40x
larger than prior work, and show that this dataset can be used to predict grasp lo-
cations from image patches (they do not use tactile sensing). [100] collect a dataset
of 1000 grasp trials using BioTac sensors [101] and perform a shaking-based stabil-
ity check to determine whether a grasp is stable. The datasets of [96, 85], which
contain GelSight and visual data, are also publicly available, with 9269 and 1102
grasp trials, respectively. [102] collect a dataset of 7800 grasp interactions involv-
ing localizing the object, grasping, and regrasping and train an iterative regrasping
policy based on tactile feedback. [103] collect a dataset of 2550 grasp trials with the
Eagle Shoal robotic hand. While there are now many choices of publicly available
tactile datasets for initial grasp stability, prior to our work, no dataset existed for
evaluating grasp stability in various holding poses.

3.3 Collecting the PoseIt dataset

In this section, we describe the collection process for the PoseIt dataset. Two main
components of PoseIt differ from prior works: 1) the holding pose sample space,
a set of 16 distinct holding poses to mimic typical human-like holding poses 2)
the multi-phase collection cycle, which moves an object to a particular pose and
performs a shaking stability check at that pose.

3.3.1 Holding pose sample space

The stability of a particular object in the gripper depends on the holding pose. To
attempt to model how humans typically hold objects for use (rather than simply
lifting them up vertically), we design a diverse set of 16 holding poses.

We set the first pose as a reference pose, as it is the typical base position where
the gripper faces downwards. Inspired by human arm movements observed dur-
ing manipulating routine objects, the other 15 holding poses are categorized into
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3 possible groups of 5 poses, each based on the final orientation of the gripper.
We expect poses within the same group to behave more similarly. We obtain the
poses within a group by rotating the end-effector in fixed-degree increments. Ex-
amples of the 16 holding poses are shown in Figure 3.1. Group 1 poses take ad-
vantage of gravity to stabilize potential rotational movements in the case of objects
with varying mass distributions. Whereas, poses in group 2 gradually rotate the
gripper to counterbalance the gravitational force to avoid slippage for objects with
non-uniformly distributed mass. Group 3 poses aid in analyzing the stability of the
overhead (above the shoulder joint) arm movements by incrementally increasing
the object’s distance from the ground.

Figure 3.4: Dataset Objects. To test grasp quality on a diverse range of objects, we
collected data for 26 various household objects with a diverse range of size, shape,
material, mass, and texture. For each object, we grasp it at multiple locations while
it is resting in most likely orientations. We also grasp each object with 2 different
gripper forces, theminimum force required to lift the object from (5N, 15N, or 40N),
and 80N. We collect data for all possible combinations of grasp point, force value,
and target holding pose, resulting in (Number of grasp points×2× 16) choices per
object.

3.3.2 Data collection pipeline

At the start of every data collection cycle, the object is placed at the center of the
table in varying orientations. It is then grasped and moved through 4 phases in
succession:

1. Grasp: The robot grasps and lifts the object. Data collection begins 1 second
before grasping.

2. Pose: After lifting the object, the robot armmoves to one of 16 possible holding
poses. The robot waits for 1 second after reaching the pose.

3. Shaking/stability check: This phase shakes the object in-hand, inspired by
prior work who also performs in-hand shaking [100, 94]. We apply a quick
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Figure 3.5: Model architecture for grasp stability prediction. Our model takes as
input 4 modalities of data: tactile, visual, F/T sensor data, and the gripper force
value (which is fixed across all timesteps). We use the sequence of concatenated
features from these modalities as input to an LSTM, which predicts “stable” or “not
stable”.

rotationalmovement along the gripper axis, followedby rigorous arm shaking
movements along all 3 axes. This phase tests whether the object is stable in
the holding pose.

4. Retract and release: During the retract stage, the robot arm returns to the
beginning position, and the gripper releases the object at its starting location.

Data annotation. We manually label the stability of each of the 4 phases with one
of 4 categories:

• Pass: Firm grasp. The object doesn’t move relative to the gripper.

• Slip: Object is in still contact with the gripper, but some rotational or transla-
tional slip is manually observed.

• Drop: Object falls off the gripper.

• Not present: Object dropped before the current phase.

3.4 Analysis of dataset statistics

In total, PoseIt consists of datapoints from 26 diverse objects across 16 different
poses.

We show the phase-wise data division in Table 3.1. During the grasp phase, we
manually collect the roughly samenumber of stable (Pass) andunstable (Slip+Drop)
initial grasp cases to form a balanced dataset. We observe that in the pose phase, the
number of Slip+Drop category samples decreases by 14% (compared to the grasp
phase). This shows that post-grasp arm re-positioning can help stabilize the object.
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In the shaking phase, there is a 4% increase in slip and drop cases (compared to
the pose phase). This conveys that the shaking phase is important because even
seemingly stable poses may not withstand external disturbances.

Stage Label Slip+Drop
Pass Slip Drop

Grasp 1037 778 25 43.64%

Pose 1278 192 345 29.18%

Shake 1003 255 365 33.69%

Table 3.1: Dataset statistics. We collected 1840 data points on 26 objects with sta-
bility labels on different stages. The last column shows the percentage of unstable
cases.

Figure 3.6: Task definition. Our task aims to predict the stability of the grasp in
the holding pose. Given sensory information in the grasp and pose stage, we aim
to predict whether the object will be stable during the shaking phase.

3.5 Predicting stability in the holding pose

Using the data collected from PoseIt, we predict the grasp stability when the object
is in the holding pose. More formally, we formulate our task as follows:

Given sensory data from the grasp and pose phase, predict whether the object is stable
during the shaking phase.

Our task is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The motivation is that understanding and
predicting the stability of objects in holding poses is important for manipulating
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objects in practical settings. We note that our task is a prediction, and not a detection
task because the inputs are sensory information before the shaking occurs.

For simplicity, we combine the “slip” and “drop” labels so the task is to pre-
dict “stable” or “not stable”. From now on, “label” denotes the binary label unless
specified otherwise.

3.5.1 Model architecture

As in [85], our primary classification model is a Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM)
which aggregates multi-modal sensor data over a sequence of time steps to obtain a
prediction. Figure 5.2 illustrates themodel. For a single example, the input is tactile,
RGB, and force/torque sensor readings gathered during a sequence of timesteps.
The gripping force is also an input, but it is fixed across all timesteps.

To obtain features for the tactile data, we subtract the pre-contact tactile image
from all frames in the sequence and feed the resulting frames through a pre-trained
ResNet50 [104] ImageNet backbone. We obtain features for the RGB data using the
same pre-trained classifier. We hold the pre-trained classifier throughout training.
For a given timestep, we concatenate the tactile features, RGB features, and raw
force/torque values for this timestep into a single feature vector. We additionally
concatenate the gripper force (a fixed value through all the timesteps) to this vector.
The sequence of feature vectors for all timesteps is fed into a 2-layer bidirectional
LSTM. The prediction is computed as a linear function of the LSTM hidden layers
corresponding to the last timestep in the sequence.
Data features and pre-processing: We report performance on three possible com-
binations of the data features as input:

1. Vision + F/T + Force (V)
2. Tactile + F/T + Force (T)
3. Vision + Tactile + F/T + Force (V + T)

We avoid using datapoints where the object was dropped during the grasp or pose
phase, as in such cases the object would not be present during the shaking phase.
Unless otherwise specified, we use 20 timesteps spaced evenly from the start of the
grasp to the end of the pose phase. We standardize each coordinate of the input
features to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 over all examples and
timesteps.

3.5.2 Improved classification using Deferred-Resampling

It is possible that the labels during the pose phase and the shaking phase can differ,
because an object can be stable whenmoving to the pose but unstable when shaking
in the holding pose (or vice-versa). Examples, where these labels differ are particu-
larly challenging because accurate classification requires predicting a different label
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than the one currently reflected in the sensor readings. This difficulty is also com-
pounded by the fact only ≈20% of examples have different labels during the pose
and shaking phases.

We propose to improve performance on such examples by adapting techniques
used for learningwith dataset imbalancewhichunder-sample themajority class [105,
106, 74]. For our setting, the source of imbalance is not from the label distribution,
but rather, whether an example has the same label in the pose and shaking phases.
Overall, the Deferred-Resampling method [74] in this section improves test accu-
racy on unseen objects by 2.63% over the vanilla LSTM baseline.

3.6 Experiments and Discussion

Stability classification requires understanding the dynamics at different holding
poses, thus making it a good probing task as the first step to modeling how hu-
mans grasp objects in the real world. We train models to use sensor readings from
the grasp and pose phase to predict stability during the shaking phase and eval-
uate accuracy on held-out test sets. We find that training an LSTM with DRS on
Tactile + Vision + F/T + Force value data performs best, achieving 85.21% accu-
racy when train and test come from the same distribution, showing the usefulness
of the multi-modal nature of PoseIt. (See Table 3.2.)

The contributions of this section are:

1. We show that although the classifier can generalize to new holding poses,
test accuracy suffers when the test and train poses are very different. This
demonstrates the value of data from diverse holding poses.

2. We show that our models generalize to new poses and objects. This points to
the potential for pre-training grasp stability models using PoseIt, which could
be finetuned and deployed for real-world robotic grasping tasks.

Classifiers: The subsequent sectionswill frequently refer to the following classifiers
and algorithms:

LSTM: This is the vanilla architecture described in Section 3.5.1.
LSTM+DRS: We train the LSTM described in Section 3.5.1 using the Deferred-

Resampling (DRS) technique (Section 3.5.2). DRS ensures that the model places
more emphasis on learning from examples where the label changed between pose
and shaking phases.

3.6.1 Generalization to unseen poses

In this section, we demonstrate the value of having data fromdiverse holding poses.
We test the generalization of the classifier to unseen poses and verify that general-
ization performance is improved when similar poses are in the train and test sets.
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Features Pose Group Random
Poses (5 test)

Uniform
Random Split

Tactile 81.55% 83.85% 84.52%
Vision + Tactile 82.4% 84.28% 85.21%

Table 3.2: Generalization to unseen poses: We display test accuracy results for 3
different methods of splitting holding poses into train and test. The model obtains
85.21% accuracy when the same poses are in train and test. It performs worst when
tested on poses than it was not trained on, as the train and test distributions are least
similar in this setting. This demonstrates the value of collecting data for a large and
diverse set of holding poses for each object.

To conduct this experiment, we split the dataset into train and test in 3 different
ways:

Uniform random split: We randomly partition the data into train and test. Thus,
the train and test sets are drawn from the same distribution, with no difference
between object or pose. To keep the training set size consistent with the dataset
splits below, we put 68.75% of the data cycles in the training set. To reduce variance,
we obtain 15 different splits of the dataset and report the average test accuracy of
classifiers trained on these 15 splits of the dataset.

Random 5 poses: We randomly select 5 of the 16 poses to put in the test set and
partition data corresponding to all other poses into the training set. To reduce vari-
ance, we split the dataset thisway 15 different times and report average test accuracy
over classifiers trained on each split of the dataset.

Pose group: Recall that poses 2-16 consist of 3 groups of 5 similar poses each.
We put 1 group in the test set and the other 2 groups in the train set. We report
average test results over all choices of the training set, where for each choice we
train 5 classifiers (with different random seeds) to reduce variance.
Results: We report results for LSTM+DRS in Table 3.2. Whenwe split train and test
by the pose group, the classifier performs theworst on the test set, as the poses used
in training and testing are the least similar. The classifier trained on the uniform ran-
dom split of the data performs best, achieving 85.21% accuracy. This demonstrates
clear value in having a dataset with diverse held poses for each object.

3.6.2 Generalization to unseen objects

In this section, we analyze the ability of our classifiers trained on tactile data to gen-
eralize to unseen objects. We provide a baseline that uses a proxy label of whether
the object slips during the pose phase. This baseline performs poorly, showing that
checking stability after the object moves to the holding pose is necessary for our
task.
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Classifier Vision Tactile Both
LSTM-WC (Ceiling) 67.31 77.89 80.8
Majority Classifier (Baseline) 63.21 63.21 63.21
LSTM-P (Baseline) 64.47 66.57 66.43
Linear (Baseline) 63.31 64.22 66.57
LSTM (Ours) 66.2 73.45 74.66
LSTM+DRS (Ours) 68.25 74.76 77.29

Table 3.3: Generalization to new objects with tactile data: We show the test accu-
racy of our classifiers on three different combinations of modalities. Our described
model to predict stability in unseen objects (LSTM+DRS) outperforms baselines.
Using all of the modalities (Vision+Tactile+F/T+Force) produces the highest ac-
curacy. For reference, we also include LSTM-WC, a ceiling that uses sensory data
from the entire data collection cycle.

As our dataset consists of data gathered from 26 objects, we use 22 objects in
the training set and test generalization to the unseen test set of 4 objects. To reduce
the variance over the choice of objects in the train and test set, we perform experi-
ments on 20 randomly selected combinations of 4 objects for the test set. We report
average numbers over the 20 ways of splitting train and test and 5 different random
seeds for training the classifier. We compare our approaches against the following
baseline/ceiling classifiers:

Majority classifier: This trivial classifier labels all examples as either stable or not
stable, depending on the majority.

LSTM pose label (LSTM-P): This baseline LSTM is trained on the stability label
for the pose phase.

LSTMwhole cycle (LSTM-WC): This classifier is trained on 20 evenly spaced sen-
sor readings from the start of grasping to releasing. We expect this classifier to
outperform others because it has access to data from the shaking phase, so it only
needs to detect, rather than predict grasp failure.
Results: We show our results in Table 3.3. Our LSTM+DRS classifier produces the
highest accuracy across all different variations of data input, besides the LSTM-WC
whole cycle ceiling (which we expect to perform best, given it has access to data
across all timesteps). Additionally, using all four modalities (RGB, Tactile, F/T, and
Force) together outperforms using a subset of those features.

We also note that the pose label baseline only performs 3% better than themajor-
ity classifier, and performs much worse than the DRS classifier. This demonstrates
the importance of the labeled data from the shaking phase, as simply knowing the
label from the pose phase is not sufficient.
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3.7 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose PoseIt, a dataset that contains visual and tactile data from grasping
objects and moving them to a holding pose for a stability check. This data is the
next step in modeling how humans interact with objects in the real world: humans
want to hold objects at various stable poses, rather than just lifting them vertically.
Our experiments show that PoseIt provides unique data that allows us to predict
grasp stability at specific holding poses.

For future work, we would like to take even further advantage of PoseIt to tackle
the question of re-positioning an object tomore stable holding poses. Wewould like
to directly predict which poses are stable, using only sensor readings taken from a
single reference pose.
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Chapter 4

Cable Routing and Assembly
using Tactile-driven Motion
Primitives

4.1 Introduction

Robotic manipulation and planning has seen substantial progress in recent years.
However, manipulating flexible objects such as cables and wires remains an open
problem [107, 108, 109, 110]. In particular, tasks such as cable assembly require
robot systems to be able to effectively track narrow cables and route them in between
obstacles. Because the object of interest is thin, malleable, and subject to severe
occlusions, this often requires advanced sensing, planning, and control.

While previous efforts in cord manipulation have considered knot tying [107],
wire insertion [108], and (most relevant to us) cable routing [109], they are lim-
ited in task complexity and generalizability. Specifically, simplistic operations such
as picking, moving, and placing prevent the robot from handling more complex
tasks such as weaving parts through slots [111]. In addition, the above mentioned
methods often cannot recover from failure due to the open-loop nature of the ex-
ecution [109]. The main difficulty lies in how to continuously estimate the cable
state, particularly when vision alone suffers from severe gripper/object occlusions,
and how to generate motion commands accordingly.

Tactile-guidedmanipulation is a promising approach, but has only been demon-
strated in a simple cable following task [112]. In this chapter, we consider a full task
of cable routing and assembly inspired by the NIST Assembly Task Board 3 [111].
We design a reconfigurable setup with fixtures that require 4 operations covering
common tethered object manipulation, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. These tasks have
longer horizons, and require reliable generalization across configurations.

To solve this problem, we propose to use visual perception for task understand-
ing, i.e., a task description file is automatically extracted from a goal configuration
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Placeholder 
tactile image

Figure 4.1: Goal-conditioned cable manipulation using visual-tactile perception.
Given an RGBD image of a goal configuration, our system parses the task, generates
reference trajectories, and applies a sequence of tactile-guided motion primitives to
accomplish a cable routing and assembly task.

image. The parsed task file is then mapped to a sequence of tactile-guided motion
primitives. Notably, we leverage tactile sensing to design a library of primitives to
continuously estimate the cable state and manipulate it in a closed-loop manner.
Concretely, four primitives (cable following, pivoting, weaving, and insertion) are
defined, each as a state machine, where the state transitions are governed by tac-
tile perception. State-dependent controllers are then activated sequentially to real-
ize the desired primitive behavior. Because of this modular design where a task is
parsed via visual perception into primitives and each tactile-guided primitive is task
context independent, our approach is able to generalize across different task board
configurations with zero adaptation effort. Experiment results demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness and generalizability of the tactile-guided motion primitives, as well as
our fully integrated pipeline.

Our contributions are summarized as follows. First, we propose a novel inte-
grated solution for cable routing and assembly, where visual perception enables
automatic high-level task parsing. Second, we design a library of tactile-guided
motion primitives for low-level motion control to accomplish complex cable opera-
tions. Third, we provide baselines with and without tactile sensing on a reconfig-
urable cable routing and assembly task for future research.
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Figure 4.2: System setup and task board configuration. The task board contains
4 types of fixtures, labeled 1-4 in the figure (1 = start, 2 = pivot, 3 = slot, 4 = USB
connector). The cable begins at the start and ends being inserted into the USB con-
nector. In between, the cable may be wrapped around the yellow pivots or woven
through red slots. A UR5e robot with a GelSight sensor attached to the gripper is
used to manipulate the cable. We also have a Azure Kinect camera overlooking the
board to capture the board configuration.

4.2 Related Work

4.2.1 Deformable linear object manipulation and assembly

Manipulating deformable linear objects such as cables and ropes with robots is gen-
erally challenging due to the objects’ infinite degrees of freedom. Previous works
have attempted to design methods ranging from state estimation, representation
learning, motion planning, to end-to-end learning.

In an early work [113], the cable deformation due to external forces is estimated
using stereo vision, and manipulation techniques are developed to straighten the
cable for through-hole insertion. [109] proposes a novel spatial representation be-
tween the cable and environment objects for motion planning. In recent years, end-
to-end approaches were proposed to learn the deformation model from simulation
and manipulate cables to a target shape[114]. These works commonly assume the
system to be quasistatic and achieves manipulation using repetitive pick and place
actions [115] [116]. Few approaches leverage environment contacts when manipu-
lating cables, e.g., leveraging force-torque sensing [117] or visual perception [118].
[119] proposes a task-space planner, which builds a roadmap frompredefined tasks
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(1) 

(1) Cable Following

(3) Slot Weaving (4) Connector Insertion

(2) Peg Pivoting

Figure 4.3: Task board operations. Our task is split into 4 operations: 1) cable
following (gripping and following along the cable), 2) peg pivoting (wrapping the
cable around the vertical peg), 3) slot weaving (threading the cable through the
horizontal slot), and 4) connector insertion (inserting the USB head at the end of
the cable into the connector).

and employs a replanning strategy based on a genetic algorithm which executes
cable routing using a dual-arm robot. [120] developed a system for insertion of
wire-terminal insertion via visuo-tactile methods. [121] developed Bayesian state
estimation methods to predict symbolic states with predicate classifiers for connec-
tor insertion. In this work, we aim to build an entire cable routing and connector
insertion system using visual sensing for initial plan generation and then tactile
perception to monitor the cable-environment contact state, and adjust the control
policy accordingly.

4.3 Problem Statement

4.3.1 Task

We aim to solve the cable manipulation problem inspired by the NIST Assembly
Task Board 3[111]. We consider a taskboard that consists of fixtures such as pegs
and channels to route and manipulate the cable to a pre-specified configuration.
The taskboard consists of 4 different types of fixtures in various configurations: 1)
Start fixture, 2) Vertical pegs / pivots, 3) Horizontal slots, and 4) USB connector.
An example of the taskboard with fixtures with its goal configuration is shown in
Fig. 4.2.
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Full pi
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Figure 4.4: Pipeline overview. We propose an end-to-end framework for cable
routing and assembly. (a) Our vision module takes in RGBD images of the goal
taskboard with and without the cable to output the task specification. We use
color filtering to determine the fixtures’ positions and types, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to determine the orientations and shapes, and Coherent Point Drift
(CPD) to detect the cable thus determining the fixture order. (b) The parsed task
description (fixture order, type, position and orientation) is mapped to a sequence
of parameterized tactile primitives, meanwhile generating an initial reference robot
trajectory. (c, d, e) Sequentially, the robot executes each primitive as an individual
state machine, where the state transitions are governed by the sensed tactile data.
In each state, a parametric trajectory generator is activated to generate the trajectory
online, for example, with lines and splines.

4.3.2 Operations

To move the cable around the fixtures on the board, we divide the entire task into
the following subtasks, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

4.3.2.1 Cable following

The robot holds the cable and follows along without dropping it.

4.3.2.2 Pivoting around vertical pegs

The robot pivots the cable’s heading direction by rotating it around the pegs.

4.3.2.3 Weaving through horizontal slots

The robot weaves or threads the cable through the horizontal channel slots that
“lock” the cable inside.
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4.3.2.4 Connector insertion

The robot inserts the USB head at the cable’s end into the connector fixture.

4.4 Method

The proposedmethod starts with estimating the configuration of the taskboard and
the goal cable configuration from an assembled taskboard. Once the taskboard con-
figuration is estimated, a task description is generated andmapped to a sequence of
parameterized tactile primitives. Each primitive is designed as an individual state
machine, where the state transitions are governed by the sensed tactile data. The
robot executes primitives sequentially until task completion.

4.4.1 Perception systems & task parsing

The perception systemuses RGBDdata from aMicrosoft Azure Kinect camera over-
looking the task board and tactile data generated by a GelSight R1.5 optical tactile
sensor.

4.4.1.1 Visual perception

The visual perceptionmodule requires an assembled task board fromhumandemon-
stration, and infers the goal configuration of the cable. Given a point cloud from
the Kinect camera, we aim to recover the type, position, orientation and ordering of
each fixture on the task board. We also track the demonstration cable in the image
to parse the order of the fixtures along it. The task parsing section in Fig. 4.4 shows
an example input-output pair of the visual perception module.

Fixture pose estimation: We first use a point cloud of the peg board with the
fixtures but without the cable. We locate all fixtures via simple color filtering and
clustering. We apply Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) to estimate the type (us-
ing the shape, or oblongness) and orientation of each detected fixture. The “start”
and “connector” fixtures needs their orientation ambiguity to be resolved, so we
use the cable heading direction to infer their orientations. Specifically, we take the
point from the cable leading up to the given fixture and the current point of the
cable the fixture is on to calculate the directional vector.

Cable state estimation: We track the cable in the demonstration board to get the
correct order of the routing task. To segment the points corresponding to the white
cable, we take all of the white-colored points from the point cloud from the second
RGBD image defining the goal cable configuration. The resulting cable point cloud
has occlusions created by the fixtures, so we use Reeb Graph [122] to construct a set
of cable nodes. This gives an initialization for Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [123] to
complete the cable. With the completed sequence of cable nodes, the order of the
fixtures are readily determined by tracing the cable. This cable node sequence also
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disambiguates the orientation of the “start” and “connector” fixtures, as described
in the paragraph above.

Using this visual perception pipeline, the type, location, orientation and order
of the fixtures are estimated, which defines the routing and assembly task. This
task description then serves as the input for the motion primitives introduced in
Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1.2 Tactile system

Weuse the tactile reading to estimate the cable state in different stages and adjust the
manipulation strategies accordingly. The fingertip GelSight sensor provides tactile
images of the contact area and marker displacement information corresponding to
the 3-axis forces and in-plane torque on the contact surface. As introduced in [73],
the change of the color in the GelSight images corresponds to the contact geometry
and the motion of the markers in the images indicates the contact force and torque:
a “spreading out” pattern of the markers’ motion indicates normal force, a uniform
motion pattern of the markers indicates shear force towards the motion direction,
and a spiral pattern indicates an in-plane torque. The magnitude of the marker’s
motion is approximately linear to the magnitude of the force.

In this work, we estimate the contact area of the cable based on color and back-
ground image subtraction. The contact area of the cable is elliptical in shape, as
shown in Fig. 4.5. The area also corresponds to the normal force, which is used to
detect the firmness of the cable gripping. We fit an ellipse to the contact area and
use its center and major axis to estimate the pose of the cable in hand. This helps
the robot to re-center and re-orient the cable in the gripper.

Force and torque changes from the markers are tracked to identify cable states,
such as a slowly increasing shear force along the cable indicating tight cable hold,
and fast changing contact force/torque indicating a collision between the cable and
the fixture. Fig. 4.6 shows some example tactile images used for state estimation at
different stages.

TheGelSightmarkermagnitudes also serve as input for the hybrid force-position
controller used in connector insertion. GelSight data is sampled at 60 Hz with a la-
tency of around 75 ms, while the force-position controller is a cascaded PID con-
troller with an update frequency of 250 Hz. To match the controller frequency,
the low frequency GelSight data is linearly interpolated in time. To mitigate the
destabilizing effects of latency, high-level commands are issued to the controller at
a considerably lower frequency than the control loop’s operating frequency.

4.4.2 Motion primitives and trajectory generation

The vision system infers an ordered list of fixture type, position, and orientation for
task specification. This information is utilized to generate a reference robot path, as
illustrated in the Online Generated Trajectory subplot in Fig. 4.4, which is divided
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Figure 4.5: When holding the cable with different forces, the contact area measured
from GelSight is an elliptical shape. The area of the ellipse is roughly linear to the
gripping force, and its center and orientation help estimate the cable pose.

into sections for each fixture. Motion primitives designed for each task are executed
for the corresponding path sections. The robot begins sequentially sets the end
position of the previous primitive as the starting position for the next until the task
is completed.

The primitives are parameterized and modeled from observing a human per-
forming the task and deriving heuristics. The primitives are designed as state ma-
chines, whose state transitions are triggered by the tactile signals generated by the
external forces on the cable, as shown in Fig. 4.7. Following are the four primitives:

4.4.2.1 Cable following

The robot performs this primitive to guide the cable from one fixture to another.
As illustrated in the first row of Fig. 4.7, the primitive executes the following state
sequence in a loop: i) the gripper slowly closes until the gripping force detected
by GelSight exceeds a threshold; ii) the robot pulls the cable until the sensed shear
force exceeds a threshold, indicating the cable tension; iii) the gripper slowly opens
until the gripping force falls below a threshold; iv) based on the detected cable pose
in the gripper, the robot slides along the cable while keeping the cable centered.

4.4.2.2 Pivoting around pegs

The pivoting primitive changes the direction of the cable to make it pivot around
a vertical peg, as shown in the second row in Fig. 4.7. This primitive starts with
following along the cable until a waypoint, determined by the peg position. The
robot tilts backwards and moves down until the tactile signals indicate the cable
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Figure 4.6: Motion patterns of the GelSight markers. We use the motion patterns
of the GelSight markers to determine contact forces and torques which are used to
estimate the cable states in different stages. (a) Shear forces along the cable indi-
cate tension when dragging the cable. (b) A counterclockwise (CCW) torque is
generated when the USB cable head hits the connector fixture from the top. (c) A
clockwise (CW) torque is produced when the cable rear makes contact with a slot
fixture from the top.

is in contact with the taskboard, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 top row, plot (b) . These
tactile signals looks similar to the clockwise torque signals in Fig. 4.6 (c), ensuring
that the cable gets tucked under the pivoting peg. The robot then moves in a cir-
cular trajectory centered at the initial position, and continues until the cable makes
contact with the peg as in plot (c). After establishing contact between the cable and
peg, a new circular trajectory is generated using the peg’s position as the center.

4.4.2.3 Weaving through slots

Theweaving primitive is used to guide the cable through horizontal slots, as shown
in the third row of Fig. 4.7. It is parameterized by the slot position and orientation,
which are used to generate a reference trajectory to place the cable into the slot from
the top. If the cable is not aligned with the slot during the downward motion, as
indicated by a sudden increase of the in-plane torque from the GelSight image, the
robot executes a horizontal wiggling action while moving down. It is continued
until the in-plane torque disappears, signaling that the collision is resolved and the
cable is aligned with the slot.
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Figure 4.7: Motion primitives. To complete our cable routing and assembly task,
we construct a library of motion primitives. The cable following primitive moves
the robot along the cable, while pulling it in a desired direction. The pivot primitive
wraps the cable around a peg while maintaining cable tension. The slot primitive
inserts the cable into the slot and “locks it” in place. The insertion primitive aligns
and inserts the USB connector into the socket.

4.4.2.4 Connector insertion

This primitive conducts tethered USB connector insertion given the socket position
and orientation, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4.7. The primitive starts from a
grasp on the cable near the connector, which enables a certain amount of freedom
for the connector to bend when hitting the rigid side of the socket fixture. When
the connector contacts the socket fixture, the GelSight sensor detects a normal force
along the cable. We then command the robot using a hybrid force-position con-
troller to rotate around the normal axis while keeping the normal force. Themotion
enables the connector to move for a small distance around the initial contact loca-
tion. When the connector falls into the socket, there will be a sudden drop in the
normal force on the cable and a strong torque that stops the cable from continuing
rotation. Both the change of force and torque can be detected by GelSight, and we
will make the robot stop this “exploration” procedure and push forward to insert
the connector into the socket. In some cases, if the initial contact point is too far
away from the socket, the rotary exploration motion will not get the connector in-
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Primitive Cable
Following

Peg
Pivoting

Slot
Weaving

Connector
Insertion

w/o Tactile (Baseline) 43/50 28/50 32/50 0/50
w/ Tactile (Ours) 50/50 50/50 50/50 48/50

Table 4.1: Success rate of individual primitives. For each primitive, we calculate
the success rate with and without tactile sensing.

side the socket. We will then make the robot retreat and start the exploration from
another randomly-sampled location near the socket.

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our cable routing and assembly
pipeline. Specifically, we investigate the benefits of tactile sensing in cable manipu-
lation tasks and the reliability of our designed tactile primitives.

4.5.1 Robot setup

Our full setup is shown in Fig. 4.2. We use a UR5e 6-DoF robot arm switching
between position control and hybrid force-position control modes. To grasp the
cable, we use a Weiss Robotics WSG-50 gripper, which operates in an indirect force
control. Mounted on the gripper is a GelSight R1.5 sensor along with a custom
designed and 3D printed finger which has design features to prevent accidental
cable drops. These design features include an inner surface with an elastomer pad
with adequate friction, a shape which bulges slightly towards the tip, and a beak on
one side which helps picking up thin cables from the flat surface and holds it from
falling down. We also use a Microsoft Azure Kinect camera to capture the entire
taskboard and acquire RGBD data for task parsing.

4.5.2 Motion primitives with and without tactile sensing

We demonstrate the robustness of the tactile-guided motion primitives by compar-
ing the success rate against a baseline without tactile sensing. The baseline applies
the same trajectory which is generated analytically and does not use tactile sensing
for adapting it.

We run 50 trials for each primitive (see Fig. 4.7) with varying fixture positions,
and present the results in Table 4.1.A trial is considered success if the robot is able
to properly perform the corresponding primitive on that fixture. For all four prim-
itives, our tactile-guided approach significantly outperforms the baseline without
tactile sensing. The connector insertion primitive shows this the most clearly: the
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Success Rate Failure Modes
GT + Tactile (Ceiling) 53/60 A(3), B(2), C(2), D(0)
GT + No Tactile (Baseline) 0/60 A(0), B(2), C(10), D(48)
Vision + Tactile (Ours) 51/60 A(4), B(3), C(2), D(0)

Table 4.2: Success rate of entire pipeline. We summarize the success rate of the
whole task across 6 different board configurations with 10 trials each. Failure
Modes: A (Connector insertion failed), B (Cable got stuck), C (Cable escaped from
previous fixture), D (Accumulated error in motion)

Figure 4.8: Taskboard configurations. We evaluate cable routing and assembly on
each of these 6 boards 10 times.

baseline has a success rate of 0%because the robot cannot align the orientation of the
USB head with the connector, whereas with the tactile sensing, the controller can
reorient the connector pose to align with the socket. The other baseline primitives
fail due to the inability to estimate contacts and maintain tension in the cable.

4.5.3 End-to-end cable routing and assembly

We analyze the reliability of our full pipeline over various board configurations.
First to evaluate the performance of our vision pipeline described in Section 4.4.1.1,
we compare our approach (Vision + Tactile) against an oracle baseline that uses
the ground truth (i.e. human-specified) board configuration (GT + Tactile). We
consider this to be an upper bound on performance. To evaluate the effectiveness
of using tactile sensing, we experimented with a baseline without tactile sensing
but using the ground truth board configuration (GT + No Tactile).

We compare the success rate and failure modes by evaluating each approach
across 6 different board configurations (Fig. 4.8), with 10 trials each, summarized
in Table 4.2. We label the trial as a success if the entire task was completed. The or-
acle which uses ground truth board configurations (53/60) performs only slightly
better than ourVision+Tactile pipeline (51/60), suggesting that our vision pipeline
can effectively parse the board task configuration. We find that the baselinewithout
tactile sensing fails catastrophically due to the accumulated motion error, typically
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after the second or third fixture. While individual primitives could be completed
without tactile sensing, although with limited success, as shown in Table 4.1, we
find that chaining the primitives reliably is difficult. This happens due to the lack of
tactile feedback which corrects the trajectory while following the parsed path. The
robot may also experience failures beyond its direct control, such as cable entangle-
ment in fixtures or cable detachment from previously completed fixtures. During
complex operations such as pivoting, weaving, and insertion, tactile signals are cru-
cial for inferring the cable-environment interaction state to online adapt the trajec-
tory. As summarized in the failure modes, our method occasionally fails because
of the cable getting stuck or slack, and connector insertion remains the most chal-
lenging operation. We postulate such “global” state changes cannot be sufficiently
captured by “local” tactile signals. Thus we plan to fuse the global visual sensing
with local tactile sensing in the future to further improve the reliability.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter studies a long-horizon task that involves cable routing and tethered
object assembly. Particularly, we propose a novel integrated pipeline where a task
is parsed via visual perception and trajectories are planned and executed in a closed-
loopmannerwith tactile-guidedmotionprimitives. We compare the designedmethod
and other baselines on a reconfigurable task board, whichmay serve as a benchmark
for future research. Experiment results indicate the necessity of tactile sensing in
such tasks involving dexterous operations with cables in a realistic environment.

One key limitation of our work is that the primitives are hand-designed rather
than learned from data, thus limiting their generalizability. It is interesting to create
more diverse and powerful primitives leveraging imitation learning and reinforce-
ment learning. Another limitation is the visual and tactile perception being used at
different stages. We aim to improve on these limitations in the next work.
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Chapter 5

A Touch of Precision: Learning
Visuo-tactile Policies for
Fine-grained Manipulation from
Demonstrations

Human Demonstration
of USB Cable Insertion

USB port
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Robot Executes Learned Policy

Figure 5.1: Transformer-based policy for USB cable insertion. We consider the
task of teaching a robot to insert a USB cable into the port, which is especially chal-
lenging due to deformations of the cable (e.g. slipping, bending), and the task also
requires sub-millimeter precision. We propose a learning-based policy that fuses
tactile data from the finger-mounted GelSight with RGB data from awrist-mounted
camera. We train this multimodal model using 30 human demonstrations collected
using teleoperation and kinesthetic teaching.
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5.1 Introduction

Robotmanipulation has seen a lot of progress in recent years. However,much of this
progress has been limited to interacting with rigid objects and performing coarse-
grained actions for manipulation, such as pushing and stacking. To accomplish
more, home and industrial robots need to achieve fine-grainedmanipulation which
involves high-precision physical interactions. These interactions are challenging to
understand from vision alone, and may require additional sensory modalities.

When humans perform fine-grained manipulation, especially for small objects,
we rely primarily on touch for localization, detecting task states, and adjusting ma-
nipulation motions. For robots to perform these tasks, they should similarly be
provided the same sensory feedback, but current systems typically rely on visual
sensing alone. We thus consider how to fuse visual inputs and high-resolution tac-
tile information from a GelSight sensor for performing precise manipulation.

We consider the task of USB cable insertion, which requires sub-millimeter pre-
cision and handling deformable objects (cable). In contrast to typical peg insertion
tasks, manipulating a soft cable is particularly challenging because its flexibility
causes uncertain deformations, its thin nature increases the likelihood of slipping,
and its small size leaves little margin for error. Previous work in this area has pro-
posed creating a tactile-guided primitive library [124], but such solutions are hand-
designed specifically for their task definition which limits their generalizability.

To address these shortcomings, we propose to learn a visual and tactile pol-
icy from data alone, specifically human demonstrations. This way, we avoid any
hard coding and require no domain knowledge. Additionally, this allows the robot
to imitate how humans would actually perform a task like USB insertion. We col-
lect 30 human demonstrations of cable insertion using teleoperation and kinesthetic
teaching. We then use behavior cloning to learn a policy that fuses vision and high-
resolution tactile signals using a novel transformer-based architecture.

In this work, we have three main contributions as we: 1) propose a novel mul-
timodal transformer policy that fuses vision with high-resolution tactile inputs, 2)
demonstrate a learning-based solution for a fine-grained task that requires submil-
limeter precision while manipulating a deformable object (USB cable insertion),
and 3) show that our policy leveraging human demonstrations significantly out-
performs non-learning and learning baselines. As a proof-of-concept, we show that
our model can also generalize to other cable types.

5.2 Related Work

Vision + Tactile. Combining vision and tactile sensing has proven to be beneficial
to multiple manipulation tasks, including object identification [125], in-hand object
pose estimation [126], and increasing grasping success rate over a wider range of
objects [72]. In particular, the combination of these two modalities helps contact-
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rich tasks, such as contact localization [127], peg-in-hole insertion [128], and con-
tour following [129]. Learning-based papers have also explored how to fuse high-
resolution tactile and visual data together via concatenation [130, 72], a two-stage
process [131] or a VAE [132].

Additional approaches have also explored fusing other tactile modalities, like
force/torque feedback [128, 133]. In particular, [133] extends visual transform-
ers [134] to handle vision and force-torque feedback. While we similarly use a
transformer-based architecture, we design our approach to handle visual and Gel-
Sight’s high-resolution tactile data.

Fine-grained Insertion. Previous works have explored (USB) cable insertion.
[124] used a library of hand-designed tactile primitives to perform cable routing
and insertion. We aim to learn this task automatically using behavior cloning. [131,
132] both consider the task of USB insertion, similar to us. However, they simplify
the problem by grabbing the rigid USB head whereas we focus on previous ca-
ble manipulation works by grabbing the deformable cord itself. While this makes
the task more challenging, it better tests the robot’s ability to handle thin and de-
formable objects, provides richer tactile feedback, and could potentially generalize
to other cables.

Behavior Cloning. Behavior cloning is a popular approach in machine learn-
ing that involves training an agent to imitate the behavior of an expert. Behavior
cloning has been used to tackle tasks such as playing video games [135] and driving
autonomous vehicles [136, 137]. In robotics, this form of visual imitation learning
has been applied to pushing [138, 139], stacking [139, 140], and in-hand object ma-
nipulating [141]. We build off of these works, combining ego-centric videos with
high-resolution tactile feedback collected using expert demonstrations. We train a
behavior cloning policy that learns from these demonstrations for the task of USB
cable insertion. For a comprehensive summary of imitation learning, see [142].

5.3 Method

We propose a method that uses imitation learning from human demonstrations to
perform the task of USB cable insertion based on visuo-tactile input. In this sec-
tion, we describe our setup and task, our multimodal transformer-based behavior
learning policy, and our data collection process.

5.3.1 Robot and Task Setup

We use a Universal Robotics UR5e 6-DoF robot arm and a Weiss Robotics WSG-50
gripper tomanipulate the cable. Unlike previousmethods that tackle insertion [131,
132], our gripper holds the cable instead of the USB head. This provides richer
sensory feedback, tests the robot’s ability to handle finer-grained deformable object
manipulation, and potentially allows for better generalization to other cables. The
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Figure 5.2: Visuo-tactile transformer architecture. Given a sequence of RGB and
delta GelSight images, we first extract per-frame ResNet features. We then treat
these features as tokens along with a CLS token [134] as input into a transformer.
We then pass the output features corresponding to the CLS token into a light-weight
MLP which then outputs the next predicted action to take in the form of direction
and magnitude.

gripper has a GelSight R1.5 optical tactile sensor mounted on it for high-resolution
tactile data. For ego-centric RGB data, a RealSense D405 camera is mounted on the
wrist of the robot end effector.

The goal of the USB insertion task is to fully insert the USB cable into a USB port
without prior knowledge of the port position relative to the current robot position.
Our setup is shown in 5.1. We mount a 3D-printed magenta board with a USB port
on the side of the table. The board is in a fixed position. At test time, the start
position is randomized to show the robustness of our method.

5.3.2 Multimodal Fusion Using Transformers for Behavior Cloning

Wenowdescribe our approach for the task ofUSB cable insertion. Given trajectories
containing sequences of ego-centric RGB images, tactile images, and the ground
truth robot end-effector poses collected through human demonstrations, our goal
is to learn a policy that predicts the next action to take. In practice, we subtract
the initial tactile image from all frames in the trajectory, similar to [130], to keep
the focus on the deformation of the gel (See 5.3). We train a neural network f that
predicts an action given the previous L images and tactile inputs:

f(IT−N , GT−N ...IT−1, GT−1) = AT (5.1)

for sequence lengthN , RGB image Ii ∈ RH×W×3, deltaGelSight imageGi ∈ RH×W×3,
and predicted action AT ∈ R4. We represent actions as a 4D vector consisting of di-
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Figure 5.3: Informativeness of raw versus delta GelSight images. Top: Raw Gel-
Sight Images with marker motion at different stages of the robot trajectory. Bottom:
Following [130], we subtract each GelSight image from the first GelSight frame in
the trajectory. This highlights only the changes in the deformation of the gel, espe-
cially the motion of the markers that denote the contact shear forces and torques.

rection (DT ∈ R3) and magnitude (MT ∈ R). We use a sequence length of N = 4,
which we validate in our experiments to provide optimal performance.

Our model first extracts features for all of the RGB and GelSight images. Each
RGB image is passed through aResNet18 [104]with pre-trainedR3Mweights [143].
BecauseR3M is trained on ego-centric data, it generalizes better to ego-centric robotic
tasks. To extract the tactile features, we pass the delta tactile images in the se-
quence into a different ResNet18. We find that the default ImageNet [144] pre-
trained initialization is sufficient. The ResNet features are spatially pooled into a
512-dimensional vector. We input all 2N ResNet features as tokens to a transformer.
Because we only want one token output to correspond to the predicted action, we
follow ViT [134] and include a randomly initialized learnable CLS token as input
to the transformer. After the transformer processes all 2N + 1 image, tactile, and
CLS tokens, a small MLP maps the CLS token feature to a 3D direction vector and
an action magnitude value. We show our transformer-based model architecture in
5.2.

We treat the change in the end-effector position from the demonstration as the
ground truth action. During training, we use three losses. Weuse a cosine similarity
loss for the predicted direction and a robust Huber loss (δ = 1) for the predicted
magnitude. Even though at inference time the direction vector is normalized, to
regularize it during training, we add an additional loss that penalizes the predicted
direction vector from deviating from the unit norm: Lreg = ∥DT − 1∥2. We train
with all losses equally weighted.
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5.3.3 Data Collection

To train our behavior cloning model, we collect a dataset of human demonstrations
using kinesthetic teaching and teleoperation. We use kinesthetic teaching, where
the robot is physically guided by the human, to collect the demonstrations involv-
ing the actual insertion of the USB into the port because this task requires a high
level of fine-grained manipulation. To increase diversity, we also collect trajectories
using teleoperation where the robot starts at a random point and ends at a point
close to the port. Combining these two types of human demonstrations allows for
less noisy data when approaching the USB port while not sacrificing the important
information required for the challenging task of insertion. Example videos from the
dataset are shown in the supplementary.

We collect 12 trajectories using teleoperation and 18 trajectories using kinesthetic
teaching. The teleoperation trajectories contain about 50 frames while the kines-
thetic trajectories are 100-150 frames each. Each trajectory takes∼1minute to collect
from start to finish, highlighting the convenience of using human demonstrations
as data. See more implementation details in the supplementary.

5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Baselines

We compare our proposed method with two non-learning baselines.
Visual Servoing Baseline. Wedevelop a hand-craftedpolicy that combines a heuris-

tic vision detection solution with a simple control sequence. We use RGBD data
from the wrist-mounted ego-centric camera to manually detect the location of the
USB hole in 3D by color thresholding themagenta backboard and theUSB hole. The
robot then moves towards the determined position of the port and slowly moves
forward until there is either insertion or contact with the backboard.

Visual Servoing + Tactile Primitive Baseline. We also evaluate the tactile-guided
cable insertionmethod proposed by [124] in combinationwith visual servoing. The
baseline builds a library of tactile primitives that maps GelSight markermotion pat-
terns to action sequences. Whenever a target contact condition is met, the robot exe-
cutes a corresponding primitive chosen from the library, and repeats until insertion
is detected. We initialize the start position of the robot using the output of the same
vision detection algorithm as the visual servoing baseline (described above) and
followed by this tactile-guided insertion method when the head is in front of the
USB port.

In addition to the above baselines, we also run ablations of our method to test
our design decisions.

Vision Transformer. We compare our multimodal transformer policy to the same
architecture trained and evaluated on only the RGB images. We still use a CLS token
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Contact with Port Full Insertion
Visual Servoing Baseline 19/20 3/20

Visual Servoing + Tactile Primitive Baseline [124] 19/20 9/20
Vision-only Transformer 19/20 1/20

Vision + Tactile Concatenation 16/20 7/20
Vision + Tactile Transformer (Ours) 17/20 14/20

Table 5.1: Comparison with baselines and ablations on USB cable insertion. The
Visual Servoing Baseline employs a hand-designed USB port detector using RGBD
data from the ego-centric camera andmoves the robot end-effector into position be-
fore moving forward. While it is able to localize the port with 1-2mm error and get
close contact almost perfectly, the baseline is unable to fully insert the USB consis-
tently. The Visual Servoing + Tactile Primitive Baseline [124] uses the same port
detector as the previous baseline and then uses a hand-designed library of tactile-
guided primitives to insert the USB cable. Because it uses the GelSight information
during insertion, it is able to recover from the noise more often, leading to an im-
proved success rate of full insertion. Our transformer-based policy learns to fuse
vision and tactile information from human demonstrations and achieves the best
insertion performance. We consider a vision-only ablation that struggles to insert
the cable despite coming in contact with the port, suggesting that tactile informa-
tion is necessary for recovering frommillimeter misalignment. We also consider an
ablation that replaces the transformer architecture with an MLP that concatenates
the modalities directly, but it does not perform as well as our method.

1 2 4 8
Success Rate 0/10 0/10 8/10 5/10

Table 5.2: Evaluation of temporal context for transformer policy. We train and
evaluate our visuo-tactile transformer policy with various sequence lengths. We
find that a sequence length of 4 seems to perform best. Too short of a sequence
length provides insufficient temporal information. Too long of a sequence length
may provide too many uninformative inputs in addition to being computationally
expensive.

to read out the action, so the transformer uses N + 1 tokens in total (as opposed to
2N + 1 for RGB + GelSight).

Multimodal FusionUsingConcatenation. In ourmethod,weproposed a transformer-
based architecture to fuse the features from vision and tactile. In the spirit of previ-
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Figure 5.4: Challenging depth ambiguity for the vision-only transformer. To suc-
cessfully insert the USB cable into the port, the policy must first get the cable in
front of the hole and then push forward while wiggling. However, for the vision-
only model, it is very difficult to determine when the USB head is directly in front
of the port. For instance, from the camera view, (b) - (d) look almost identical and
appear to be very close to the insertion stage. However, as seen in the side view,
they are at varying distances from the port. As a result, the model often begins
pushing forward and wiggling too soon, causing misalignments once contact is fi-
nally reached. As the model is unable to determine contact from the ego-centric
view alone, the robot continues to push forward despite misalignment, causing the
cable to slip and fail (e).

ous works that fuse these modalities using concatenation [130, 72], we also imple-
ment a concatenation-based architecture. More specifically, we extract a sequence
of vision and tactile features using ResNet18s and concatenate them into a single
vector that is then fed into anMLP. We ensure that this model has a similar number
of learnable parameters to our transformer model for a fair comparison. As with
our method, we use a sequence length of 4.

Sequence Length. To test the importance of temporal information aswell as search
for the optimal amount of context, we train and test our model on varying sequence
lengths: N ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}.

5.4.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate our multimodal transformer policy with both baselines and the two
architecture ablations in 5.1. For this experiment, we start from 20 pre-specified
positions with the robot end effector about a foot away from the USB port. We
evaluate two metrics: success rate of contact with the port and full insertion. A
trial is considered to have achieved contact with the port if the USB head touches
any portion of the port. A full insertion occurs when the USB head is fully lodged
into the USB port. The trial is considered finished when either 1) the USB is fully
inserted, 2) the change in end effector position is less than 1mm for 5 consecutive
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frames, or 3) the cable has slipped in a way that could damage the robot, gelpad, or
USB port.

The Visual Servoing Baseline, which detects the USB port using the RGBD infor-
mation, is able to localize the hole with an error of roughly 1-2mm. For reference,
the USB port is around 15 × 21mm. However, this is still not accurate enough to
fully insert the USB, with only 3 of the 20 trials achieving full insertion. This is be-
cause a simple push-forward policy is unable to recover from even the most minor
of misalignments.

TheVisual Servoing+Tactile Primitive Baseline is able to better recover from the
same 1-2mmmisalignments of the vision pipeline from theVisual Servoing Baseline
by using GelSight marker information and applying a hand-designed primitive for
insertion. While it was able to achieve significantly better insertion performance
(9/20) than the push-forward baseline, we found that it was prone to cable slipping.
To see qualitative results of both of these baselines, please refer to the supplemental
video.

Wefind that our vision-only transformer using behavior cloning is able to achieve
close contact with the port, showing that learning from human demonstrations can
perform comparably to hand-designed vision detection solutions. However, it also
fails at full insertion because it is not able to gather the depth information accurately.
There is a lot of occlusion near the end of the trial when the USB is close to the hole.
Refer to 5.4 for an illustrative example. From the camera view, the USB looks like it
is very close to insertion, but the side view shows that it is actually quite far. Because
of the angle of the wrist-mounted camera and the occlusion caused by the USB it-
self, it is not able to accurately determine the cable’s relative position to the port.
This is a problem because in order to successfully insert, the robot must first place
the USB head directly in front of the port and then push forward while wiggling
the cable. Since the vision-only model is unable to determine how far from the port
it still is, it begins to push forward and wiggle too soon. This causes misalignment
or cable slipping once there is contact.

Our multimodal transformer policy has a slightly lower contact with port accu-
racy than the previous models because it is learning both visual and tactile infor-
mation. The model learns to use tactile sensing to determine collision and contact,
but sometimes there is cable slipping due to the cable’s infinite degrees of freedom,
and this slip can confuse the model and cause it to drift after initial contact. How-
ever, ourmodel is able to achieve the highest performance for full insertion, as tactile
sensing is necessary for detecting contact and recovering fromminormisalignment,
as 5.5 shows.

We also demonstrate that transformers are an effective way to fuse tactile and
vision features when compared to the concatenation-based approach as done in
previous work. While both the concatenation model and our transformer model
use multimodal data, our policy is able to learn when to weigh vision or tactile
images throughout the trial. 5.6 shows the relative attention on each modality over
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Figure 5.5: Visuo-tactile transformer successfully recovering frommisalignment.
When there is minor misalignment during initial contact (a), the policy uses the
tactile signals to find the direction of misalignment and adjust until the USB fits
snugly into the port (b, c). The policy then continues to make more adjustments
(d) until finally inserting the USB into the port (e). 19.png12.png3.png 7.png
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Figure 5.6: Relative RGB and tactile attention during successful trial. On the left,
we plot the proportion of the CLS token’s attention on GelSight images versus RGB
images to see what the model attends to over the course of the trial. The images on
the top right correspond to the RGB images at the specified timestamps; the images
on the bottom right correspond to the delta GelSight images. The network only
pays attention to the visual features early in the trajectory when localizing the USB
port (a, b). The network pays the most attention to the tactile features when the
USB head is near but not quite touching the board (c). This is probably because
the tactile information is able to signal when there is contact. After there is contact
with the port, the relative weight on the GelSight images remains high (d, e). The
tactile information is more informative than RGB images in detecting and fixing
misalignments and ultimately completing the insertion.

the course of a successful trial. At the beginning of the trial, the policyweighs vision
more heavily, but as the trial continues and the USB gets closer to contact, the policy
starts prioritizing the GelSight features much more strongly.
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Figure 5.7: Generalization to unseen cable type (HDMI). We demonstrate that
our visuo-tactile policy trained only on USB insertion can generalize to HDMI ca-
bles with no fine-tuning (zoom in for better view). This is one benefit of the robot
grasping the cable rather than the head, as the tactile readings likely generalize bet-
ter.

To evaluate the importance of temporal context, we evaluate the success rate of
full insertion for the transformer policy trained on sequence lengths of 1, 2, 4, and
8. For this experiment, we run on 10 trials each. Results are shown in 5.2. Short
sequence lengths do not provide sufficient temporal history, resulting in the policy
failing to fully insert the USB at inference time. We hypothesize that too long of
a temporal context may overwhelm the policy with uninformative information in
addition to being much more computationally expensive to train and run.

Finally, we show a proof of concept that our visuo-tactile policy trained on USB
cable insertion alone could generalize to other cable types (HDMI) in 5.7. This is
a benefit of grasping the cable rather than the head as the tactile readings could
generalize better. We ran a total of 5 trials, and 5 achieved contact with port and 1
achieved full insertion.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a learning-basedmultimodal policy that we apply to the
task of USB cable insertion. Our experiments emphasize the importance of incorpo-
rating high-resolution tactile data with egocentric visual feedback for fine-grained
manipulation. While our models trained on vision data is able to achieve coarse
localization, adding tactile information is vital for achieving precise manipulation
by fully inserting the USB. We also found that behavior cloning is a convenient and
effective way of learning from human demonstrations. Finally, we believe the idea
of using visuo-tactile feedback while learning from humans is an expandable idea
for potentially more challenging fine-grained manipulation tasks in the future, like
opening/closing drawers or assembly.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, we first discussed how visual interaction can improve object detection
performance through semantic curiosity 2. Next, we combine the ideas of visual
and tactile interaction to build a new multimodal dataset called PoseIt for grasp-
ing objects in different holding poses 3. Then, we designed motion primitives that
incorporated tactile feedback for the task of cable routing and assembly to handle
deformable and thin objects 4. Finally, we learn to fuse tactile and visual feedback
directly from human demonstrations for fine-grained manipulation 5.

For future work, it could be interesting to collect visuo-tactile data in-the-wild.
We could use a hand-held gripper with multi-modal sensors (specifically the ego-
centric RGBD camera on the wrist and high-resolution tactile sensors on the grip-
per) to collect human demonstrations to teach robots. Since we found that using
a transformer-based architecture for behavior cloning could work well for the task
of USB cable insertion, we could expand on this by trying other challenging tasks
such as food manipulation, and opening and closing drawers, and show that our
approach can be generalized to different scenes in the real world.
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